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Abstract. We report on airborne Differential Optical Ab-

sorption Spectroscopy (DOAS) measurements of aerosol ex-

tinction and NO2 tropospheric profiles performed off the

North coast of Norway in April 2008. The DOAS in-

strument was installed on the Safire ATR-42 aircraft dur-

ing the POLARCAT-France spring campaign and recorded

scattered light spectra in near-limb geometry using a scan-

ning telescope. We use O4 slant column measurements

to derive the aerosol extinction at 360 nm. Regulariza-

tion is based on the maximum a posteriori solution, for

which we compare a linear and a logarithmic approach.

The latter inherently constrains the solution to positive val-

ues and yields aerosol extinction profiles more consistent

with independently measured size distributions. We present

results from two soundings performed on 8 April 2008

above 71◦ N, 22◦ E and on 9 April 2008 above 70◦ N,

17.8◦ E. The first profile shows aerosol extinction and NO2

in the marine boundary layer with respective values of

0.04 ± 0.005 km−1 and 1.9 ± 0.3 × 109 molec cm−3. A sec-

ond extinction layer of 0.01 ± 0.003 km−1 is found at 4 km

altitude where the NO2 concentration is 0.32 ± 0.2 × 109

molec cm−3. During the second sounding, clouds prevent

retrieval of profile parts under 3 km altitude but a layer

with enhanced extinction (0.025 ± 0.005 km−1) and NO2

(1.95 ± 0.2 × 109 molec cm−3) is clearly detected at 4 km al-

titude.

From CO and ozone in-situ measurements complemented

by back-trajectories, we interpret the measurements in the

free troposphere as, for the first sounding, a mix between

stratospheric and polluted air from Northern Europe and for
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the second sounding, polluted air from Central Europe con-

taining NO2. Considering the boundary layer measurements

of the first flight, modeled source regions indicate closer

sources, especially the Kola Peninsula smelters, which can

explain the NO2 enhancement not correlated with a CO in-

crease at the same altitude.

1 Introduction

Despite its remoteness, the Arctic troposphere is affected by

trace gases and aerosols emissions from mid-latitude regions.

The Arctic Haze phenomenon, observed since the 1950s, is

a visible manifestation of this long-range transport (Shaw,

1995). The effects of this pollution are specific to the area

and may explain part of the enhanced warming observed

there. Indeed, the dry Arctic air makes the area more sensi-

tive to the increase in non-water greenhouse gases. Further-

more, above the high-albedo snow and ice surfaces, aerosols

- even if only weakly absorbing – can lead to a warming, con-

trary to their global cooling effect (Law and Stohl, 2007, and

references therein). Climate change may further modify the

arctic tropospheric composition. For instance, if the summer

sea ice continues its decline, ship traffic through the North-

ern passages will become an important source of aerosols

and NOx, the latter also driving an increase in tropospheric

ozone (Granier et al., 2006). Quantifying such phenomena

requires an accurate knowledge of the Arctic troposphere.

In this paper we present airborne DOAS measurements of

the vertical distribution of aerosol extinction coefficient and

NO2 concentration off the North coast of Norway during the

POLARCAT-France spring campaign.
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Differential Optical Absorption Spectroscopy (DOAS) has

been widely used for atmospheric research (Platt and Stutz,

2008). First applied to the retrieval of stratospheric gas

columns using zenith-sky observations of solar scattered

light, the technique has been recently extended to the detec-

tion of tropospheric gases by means of observations along

multiple viewing directions (Multi-Axis DOAS; Hönninger

et al., 2004). Such measurements also yield information on

the vertical distribution of the gases (Wittrock et al., 2004).

The possibility to extend this profiling technique to aerosol

extinction was demonstrated (Wagner et al., 2004; Friess

et al., 2006) and implemented by several groups (Irie et al.,

2008; Clémer et al., 2010). The approach uses the (O2)2 col-

lision complex, referred to hereafter as O4, which has strong

absorption bands in the UV-Visible range. Aerosols affect

DOAS measurements of any absorber by modifying the light

path but the effect can be isolated for O4 since its vertical

distribution is well-known. The vertical resolution retrieved

from the ground-based measurements remains poor however;

typically two independent layers can be retrieved close to the

surface and only little information in the free troposphere.

On the other hand, satellite-borne instruments using UV-

visible limb radiance measurements date back to the Solar

Mesosphere Explorer (SME, Mount et al., 1984). This geom-

etry provides a good vertical resolution in the stratosphere,

but for tropospheric studies from satellites, nadir-looking in-

struments have to be used, such as the Ozone Monitoring

Instrument (OMI, Levelt et al., 2006), which are only sensi-

ble to the total tropospheric column. A way to overcome this

limitation relies on operating a DOAS instrument from air-

craft, combining the multi-axis measurements at different al-

titudes. The Airborne Multi-Axis DOAS (AMAXDOAS) in-

strument, recording simultaneously scattered-light spectra at

different angles from an airplane, has already measured NO2

vertical distributions (Bruns et al., 2006) in a polluted re-

gion. Prados-Roman et al. (2011) have used another airborne

set-up with a single line-of-sight, parallel to the ground, and

derived BrO Arctic profiles from the ascent of the aircraft.

The instrument developed in this work, namely the Airborne

Limb Scanning DOAS (ALS-DOAS), combines the two set-

ups with a single line-of-sight scanning the horizon continu-

ously.

In the next section we describe the technical aspects of the

ALS-DOAS instrument and its operation on the Safire ATR-

42 during the POLARCAT-France spring campaign. The

methods used for the data analysis, i.e. the DOAS settings,

radiative transfer modeling, inversion schemes and error bud-

get are presented in Sect. 3. These methods are applied in

Sect. 4 to two soundings performed during the flights on 8

and 9 April 2008. Retrieved extinctions are compared with

Mie-scattering calculations performed on aerosol size distri-

butions measured in situ. In Sect. 5, we interpret these re-

sults using ancillary measurements of CO and ozone mixing

ratios, as well as backward trajectories calculations.

2 The ALS-DOAS instrument and its operation during

a POLARCAT campaign

2.1 Instrumental description

The Airborne Limb Scanning DOAS (ALS-DOAS) was de-

veloped at the Belgian Institute for Space Aeronomy (BIRA-

IASB) and first used during the POLARCAT campaign.

Based on a grating spectrometer, it records limb-scattered

sky light spectra at several angles around the horizon, follow-

ing the Multi-axis DOAS principle (Hönninger et al., 2004).

Figure 1 shows the ALS-DOAS installed in the SAFIRE

ATR-42 aircraft. The entrance optic is composed of a 1◦

field-of-view telescope focusing the light into an optical

fiber. A 5-cm black paperboard baffle limits the stray light

at the entrance of the telescope. This telescope, standing be-

hind a BK-7 glass port, is mounted on a stepper-motor axis

and scans continuously between −5◦ and 5◦ by steps of 1◦.

Between the fiber and the spectrometer, a Jobin Yvon opti-

cal interface matches the fiber and spectrometer numerical

apertures. The spectrometer is a SpectraPro-150 (imaging

Czerny-Turner set-up, 150 mm focal length) from Acton Re-

search Corporation, with a 100 µm entrance slit. The spec-

tral range is 330–450 nm, with a resolution of 0.4 nm full

width at half maximum (UV) to 0.6 nm (visible). A cus-

tom Terimide 7 thermal insulation limits the thermal effects

on the spectrometer and the matching interface. The detec-

tor, a back-illuminated Pixis CCD 2048 × 512 pixels2 from

Princeton Instruments, is cooled to −50 ◦C to increase the

signal-to-noise ratio on the spectra. The whole set-up in-

cluding the computer is mounted on a 19-inch (482.6 mm)

rack. While measuring, the CCD integration time is auto-

matically adjusted to optimize the signal, typically between

0.4 and 1.3 s. Each measurement represents a 30s average

at a certain telescope angle. The acquisition is controlled

automatically and the instrument does not need an operator

onboard.

Several tropospheric molecules absorb light in the spectral

range of our instrument and thus are potentially detectable:

O3, NO2, HCHO, CHOCHO, O4, IO and BrO. In the fol-

lowing, we focus on O4 and NO2 measurements which were

most clearly identified during the campaign.

2.2 The POLARCAT-France spring campaign

The POLARCAT-France spring campaign was part of the

POLARCAT international research activity (Polar Study us-

ing Aircraft, Remote Sensing, Surface Measurements and

Models, of Climate, Chemistry, Aerosols, and Transport), in

the framework of the International Polar Year (IPY). Based

in Kiruna, Sweden (68◦ N, 20◦ E), the Safire ATR-42 air-

craft performed twelve scientific flights between continen-

tal Norway and Svalbard between 30 March and 11 April

2008. Scientific objectives of the campaign included the

study of pollution transport, aerosol/cloud interactions and
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Fig. 1. The Airborne Limb Scanning Differential Optical Absorption Spectrometer (ALS-DOAS) onboard the Safire ATR-42 aircraft. A

scanning telescope collects scattered sky-light at different angles near the horizon, this light being transmitted through an optical fiber to a

grating spectrometer. A CCD detector is used to record the spectra. See text for technical details.

satellite validation. Various flight patterns were achieved in

different weather conditions to fulfill these different research

requirements. The aircraft’s payload included remote sens-

ing (e.g. Lidar, Radar) and in situ instruments (e.g. aerosol

sampler, cloud particle imager). In Sect. 4, the aerosol size

distributions measured by the Scanning Mobility Particle

Sizer (SMPS, Villani et al., 2008) and by the Passive Cavity

Aerosol Spectrometer Probe (PCASP 100-X DMT) aboard

the Safire ATR-42 are used to calculate aerosol extinctions

and compared with our retrievals. Together the instruments

cover the size range between 0.02 and 3 µm. In Sect. 5 we

also present ozone and CO profiles from the MOZART in-

strument (Nédélec et al., 2003, Ancellet et al., 2009) and

attenuated backscatter ratio profiles at 532 nm and 1062 nm

measured with the Lidar as described in de Villiers et al.

(2010). The ALS-DOAS instrument recorded spectra contin-

uously during the campaign, except during the flight as0829

(7 April 2008) due to a computer problem. Here we focus on

the data collected during two soundings on 8 (flight as0831)

and 9 April 2008 (flight as0833), respectively at 71◦ N, 22◦ E

and 70◦ N, 17.8◦ E. Figure 2 displays these flight tracks and

the position of the soundings. During the first sounding, the

plane was first flying at 6 km then started a spiral descent (be-

tween 09:35 and 09:59 UTC), and reached the marine bound-

ary layer where it continued with a level flight at 300 m. The

sky was then cloud-free around the plane, which simplifies

the radiative transfer calculations and reduces considerably

the uncertainties in the results. During the second sound-

ing, the plane, flying at 5 km altitude, started its descent at

09:44 UTC and reached its lowest altitude (250 m) at 10:04.

Some clouds were present close to the sea surface.

Fig. 2. Tracks of the flights as0831 (8 April 2008) and as0833 (9

April 2008) of the POLARCAT-FRANCE Spring campaign. Two

soundings are studied in this work, respectively at 71◦ N, 22◦ E and

70◦ N, 17.8◦ E.

3 Spectral analysis and profiling method

The data analysis consists of three steps: (1) quantifica-

tion of O4 and NO2 molecular absorptions in the spectra,

(2) retrieval of the vertical distributions of aerosol extinction

and NO2 concentration from these measured absorptions and

(3) error budget.

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/9219/2011/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 9219–9236, 2011
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Table 1. DOAS analysis settings.

O4 NO2

Fitting 340–370 415–446

window nm nm

O4 Hermans (see text) Ibid.

NO2 Bogumil et al. (2003) Ibid.

O3 Bogumil et al. (2003) Ibid.

H2O – Harder and Brault (1997)

Ring Chance and Spurr (1997) Ibid.

Polynomial 3 5

order

The first step is achieved with the DOAS technique (Platt

and Stutz, 2008) which disentangles specific absorptions

from other contributions in the spectra. These absorptions do

not depend only on aerosol extinction and NO2 concentration

but also on other geophysical parameters and on the measure-

ment geometries. The second step involves a modeling of the

atmospheric radiative transfer to study the sensitivity of the

measurements to aerosol extinction and NO2 concentration

and a regularization method to solve the inverse problem of

retrieving those quantities. We use the maximum a posteriori

solution as described in Rodgers (2000), which also provides

a rigorous error analysis.

3.1 DOAS analysis

Molecular absorptions such as those of O4 and NO2 are com-

monly retrieved in uv-visible atmospheric spectra using the

DOAS technique. This method relies on the fact that their ab-

sorption cross-sections vary much more rapidly with wave-

length than the scattering effects (Rayleigh and Mie). In

practice, a measured spectrum (I (λ)) is divided by a ref-

erence one (Iref(λ)) to remove solar Fraunhofer structures

and reduce instrumental effects. The slow variations in this

ratio are filtered out with a low-order polynomial (P(λ))

and the remaining absorption structures are fitted in a least-

square sense with high-pass filtered laboratory cross-sections

(σ ′
i (λ)). DOAS thus enables application of the Beer-Lambert

law in the atmosphere, in a form that can be written as:

ln
I (λ)

Iref(λ)
= −

∑

i

σ ′
i (λ) ·DSCDi +P(λ) (1)

In the above equation the index i represents one particular

absorber. DOAS analysis results are, for each considered

absorber, in the form of differential slant column density

(DSCD), i.e. the difference between the concentration inte-

grated along the optical path corresponding to the measured

spectrum and the same quantity in the reference spectrum.

Table 1 lists the DOAS analysis settings used for the re-

trievals of O4 and NO2 DSCDs. These settings were imple-

mented in the QDOAS software, developed at BIRA-IASB

Fig. 3. Example of a DOAS fit of a spectrum recorded on 8 April

2008, when the plane was in the marine boundary layer. Black lines

correspond to molecular and Ring cross-sections scaled to the de-

tected absorptions in the measured spectrum (green lines). Note that

the pixels between 435.4 and 436.5 nm are damaged.

(Fayt et al., 2011). The molecular cross-sections references

are in the table except for O4 for which we use the Hermans

version (http://www.aeronomie.be/spectrolab/o2.htm). The

Ring effect (Grainger and Ring, 1962) originates from rota-

tional Raman scattering by O2 and N2 and produces a filling-

in of solar Fraunhofer lines in scattered light. We fit a Ring

pseudo-absorption as described in Chance and Spurr (1997)

to take it into account.

Figure 3 presents a typical NO2 DOAS result. The spec-

trum was recorded at 09:57 UTC when the aircraft was flying

at 0.43 km altitude inside the marine boundary layer during

the flight as0831 (8 April 2008). The solar zenith and relative

azimuth angles were then respectively 64◦ and 223◦. The

telescope angle was -1◦ which corresponded to a range be-

tween −10◦ and +20◦ around the horizon, due to the plane’s

roll variations during the 30s of the measurement. The refer-

ence spectrum was recorded on the same flight at high alti-

tude (see Sect. 4.1). The figure shows the NO2 fit (panel a),

the water vapor optical density (panel b) which contributes

significantly to the signal at the end of the analysis spectral

window, the Ring effect (panel c) and the fit residuals (panel

d). Note that the pixels between 435.4 and 436.5 nm are dam-

aged and therefore not considered in the DOAS fit.

3.2 Radiative transfer modeling

The DSCDs obtained with the DOAS analysis depend on the

light path, which is different for every single observation due

to the telescope scanning and the variations in azimuth and

altitude when the planes performs a vertical sounding. More-

over, for scattered sky-light as in our experiment, multiple

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 9219–9236, 2011 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/9219/2011/
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unknown photon paths contribute to the signal simultane-

ously. Modeling the radiative transfer in the atmosphere en-

ables us to define an effective light path necessary to interpret

the measurements.

The radiative transfer model we use here is

UVspec/DISORT (Mayer and Kylling, 2005). It is based

on the discrete ordinate method and deals with multiple

scattering in a pseudo-spherical approximation. Radiances

at a given wavelength and absolute slant column densities

(SCD) for molecules of interest can be calculated, for a

geometry and a predefined atmospheric state. Considering

our DOAS fitting windows, the calculations were done at

360 and 440 nm respectively for O4 and NO2. To calculate

the true SCD from the DOAS DSCDs measurements,

SCD in the reference spectrum (SCDref) must be estimated

(cf. Sect. 4.1).

Some of the atmospheric state parameters, usually sources

of uncertainties in the retrieval of a particular geophysical

quantity, were measured in-situ onboard the plane, such as

the temperature, pressure and ozone concentration. We use

their measured profiles in our model, completed higher up in

the troposphere and in the stratosphere with values extracted

from the TOMSV8 climatology (McPeters et al., 2007). The

latter depends on the ozone total column, estimated at 390

Dobson units in our case from the AURA AVDC values at

Ny-Ålesund and Tromsø (http://avdc.gsfc.nasa.gov/). The

NO2 profile is built from the TM4 model (Boersma et al.,

2007), the stratospheric part being scaled to reproduce the

stratospheric vertical column measured by the OMI instru-

ment. The albedo of open-water can be calculated accurately

assuming a Fresnel reflection (Brandt et al., 2005) which

leads to an albedo value of 0.1 for 65◦ solar zenith angle.

This value depends on the refractive index of water which is

almost constant between 350 and 450 nm so the same albedo

value was used for the two wavelengths. The aerosol optical

properties (extinction, absorption and asymmetry parameter)

are estimated using the OPAC software package (see next

section).

The observation geometry is not constant during a mea-

surement due to the circular flight pattern and the 30s accu-

mulation time. In particular the relative azimuth angle varies

by up to 30◦. To overcome this problem, we calculate each

SCD at a single telescope angle as a weighted mean of 9

intermediary SCDs equally distributed in the 30s measure-

ment interval. The weights correspond to the different radi-

ances calculated in the respective intermediate SCD geome-

tries, defined by the corresponding orientations and altitudes

of the aircraft, telescope angles and solar positions.

Once the atmospheric state and the geometry are defined,

the sensitivity of the measurement to a parameter x can be

expressed as the derivative ∂SCD
∂x

. For a vertical distribution

x = xi=1...n, e.g. of NO2, the weighting function is the sensi-

tivity of a measurement to the values of the distribution in the

layers ∂SCD
∂xi

. Weighting functions are required to retrieve ver-

tical distributions. We calculate them by perturbations on the

Fig. 4. Some of the weighting functions relative to the NO2 slant

column measurements of the 8 April 2008 in linear (left panel) and

logarithmic (right panel) scale. Beside the altitudes of observations

are indicated the telescope line-of-sight angles (0◦ is nadir, 90◦ hor-

izontal).

predefined profiles of extinction and NO2. In addition to the

linear weighting functions (
∂SCDO4

∂exti
,

∂SCDNO2
∂[NO2]i

), we also cal-

culate logarithmic weighting functions (
∂SCDO4
∂ ln exti

,
∂SCDNO2
∂ ln[NO2]i

).

This enables us to constrain the retrievals to positive values

(see next section).

Figure 4 shows typical NO2 weighting functions for

the sounding of the flight as0831 (8 April 2008). While

the shapes are different for the linear and logarithmic ap-

proaches, both indicate a sensitivity across the whole sound-

ing altitude range. The maximum sensitivity is achieved for

viewing angles close to the horizon (90◦) at the altitude of

observations. This happens when the telescope angle com-

pensates the plane’s roll and is due to the enhanced light path

in this layer. This indicates that the optimal geometry for

profiling applications is obtained during the ascents or de-

scents of the plane while maintaining the telescope parallel

to the horizon. The maximum absolute values vary in oppo-

site way with the observation altitude: they tend to increase

for the linear case whereas they decrease for the logarithmic

one. In the first case, this is due to the reduced scattering

at high altitude: as aerosol and Rayleigh scattering decrease

the light path increases. In the second case, this effect, still

present, is dominated by the decrease of sensitivity to the

logarithm for smaller concentrations, as most of the NO2 in

the predefined profile is assumed to be in the boundary layer.

Indeed, for small [NO2] values, ∂ ln[NO2] gets large and re-

duces thus the derivative
∂SCDNO2
∂ ln[NO2]i

).

Dividing the linear weighting functions by the layers’

thickness defines the box air mass factors (box AMF, Wagner

et al., 2007). The box AMF scale is also displayed on Fig. 4

and can be compared with the same quantity calculated for

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/9219/2011/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 9219–9236, 2011
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nadir looking satellites (e.g. by Zhou et al., 2009, Fig. 7)

and ground-based MAX-DOAS instruments (e.g. by Wit-

trock et al., 2004, Fig. 4). In the OMI case, Zhou et al. in-

dicates a box air mass ranging from unity near the ground

to two in the high troposphere. Ground-based MAX-DOAS

measurements are most sensitive close to the ground, corre-

sponding to quasi horizontal pointing, when the light path

enhancement is maximum. The box AMF, around 20, is then

comparable to airborne limb measurements. But this sensi-

tivity decreases rapidly with altitude contrary to our airborne

set-up which enables to look the horizon from any altitude

reachable by the plane. As a result, the airborne approach is

particularly well suited for the study of the free troposphere

3.3 Retrieval of the geophysical quantities with a

maximum a posteriori evaluation

The weighting functions express the sensitivity of a measure-

ment to a vertical distribution x, or more accurately their re-

spective variations. For a set of measurements y yj=1...m,

defining the weighting functions matrix K as
∂SCDj

∂xi
enables

to write, if x is close to the linearization point x0:

y−y0 = K(x−x0)+ǫ (2)

where y0 represents a measurement series at the linearization

point x0, which can be calculated with the radiative transfer

model.

Due to the error ǫ, which represents instrument noise and

model uncertainties, the solution x̂ is a statistical estimate of

the true state. The problem is generally ill-posed and some

regularization is required to retrieve x̂. We use the maximum

a posteriori solution as presented in Rodgers (2000), often re-

ferred as “optimal estimation”. It requires a priori knowledge

of the quantity to retrieve and assumes Gaussian statistics for

this a priori and the error. The solution with maximum prob-

ability after the measurements (a posteriori), due to the non-

linearity of the problem, must be reached by iterations, in our

case with the Gauss-Newton algorithm:

xi+1 = xi+ (3)

(S−1
a +KT

i S−1
ǫ Ki)

−1[KT
i S−1

ǫ (y−F(xi))−S−1
a (xi −xa)]

where Sa and Sǫ are respectively the a priori and error co-

variance matrix, and Ki the weighting functions matrix cal-

culated with the vertical distribution xi .

After convergence, the solution is a weighted mean of the a

priori knowledge and the information coming from the mea-

surement. The averaging kernels matrix A measures this

weight, its trace being the number of independent pieces of

information retrieved, namely the degree of freedom for the

signal (DOFS):

A = (Ki
TS−1

ǫ Ki +S−1
a )−1KT

i S−1
ǫ Ki (4)

The averaging kernels matrix also contains information about

the vertical resolution of the retrieval: for a given level, it is

estimated from the full width at half maximum (FWHM) of

the main peak of the corresponding averaging kernel.

To save computing time, we do not recalculate the weight-

ing function matrices Ki after each iteration, as suggested in

Rodgers (2000). With this approximation, which seems rea-

sonable since the real state is close to the linearization point,

the retrieval takes around one hour to converge. Moreover

Sa is used here as a tuning parameter. In practice, Sa is a

diagonal matrix with coefficients Sa(i,i) constructed respec-

tively as βx2
a(i,i) or βlnxa

2(i,i) in the linear or logarithmic

retrieval, and β is adjusted to optimize the DOFS while pre-

venting non-physical values and oscillations in the retrieved

profiles.

For both extinction and NO2 retrievals, vertical distribu-

tions corresponding to a priori, linearization point and start-

ing point of the Gauss-Newton iterations are the same. Both

soundings are retrieved independently. For the first sounding

(8 April 2008), the chosen altitude grid extends from 0 up to

8 km in steps of 0.5 km each, except for the lowest step which

is 1 km thick. For the second sounding (9 April 2008), clouds

prevent modelling of the radiative transfer in the lower part

of the atmosphere and, therefore, the grid starts at 3 km and

the layers are 1 km thick up to 8 km.

The a priori on aerosol extinction profiles are constructed

with the software package OPAC (Optical properties of

Aerosol and Clouds, Hess et al., 1998). OPAC assumes ten

types of spherical particles that can be mixed to reproduce

typical aerosol conditions and provides their optical proper-

ties in the solar and terrestrial spectral range as a function

of relative humidity. Conveniently, one of these predefined

mixtures corresponds to the Arctic spring, and the relative

humidity was measured in situ during the flight. Figure 5

shows an a priori extinction profile built from the OPAC out-

put at 350 nm, the closest wavelength in OPAC to the O4

360 nm absorption band, together with measured relative hu-

midity.

For the NO2 retrieval, the extinction profile at 360 nm re-

trieved from O4 DSCDs is corrected to take into account the

scattering reduction in the visible with OPAC Angstrom co-

efficients. The a priori NO2 vertical distribution is extracted

from the corresponding TM4 vertical distributions available

with the DOMINO (Dutch OMI NO2) product (http://www.

temis.nl/airpollution/no2col/no2regioomi v2.php).

The assumption of Gaussian statistics, needed to establish

Eq. (3) is realistic for the instrument noise but less obvious

for the quantity to retrieve. For positive geophysical quan-

tities with large variability around a small mean, a signifi-

cant part of the probability density lies in the negative range

which is unphysical. Retrieving the logarithm of the quantity,

i.e. assuming a lognormal probability distribution, can over-

come the problem. It implies calculating logarithmic weight-

ing functions, as described in the previous section. This has

been done already, e.g. for water vapor (Schneider et al.,

2006), and CO (Deeter et al., 2007). For these two species,

the authors further indicate that in situ measured statistics are
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Fig. 5. Construction of the a priori aerosol extinction coefficient

profile (red) from the measured relative humidity (black). The ex-

tinction values are derived for 350 nm from the software package

OPAC, using the Arctic Spring predefined aerosol type.

closer to lognormal distributions. We compare the results of

both methods in Sect. 4.

3.4 Error analysis

The uncertainties in the retrieval originate from three

sources: the instrument noise, the uncertainties in the model

parameters which are not retrieved (e.g. albedo) and the finite

vertical resolution of the retrieval. The error from the model

itself is neglected, which seems reasonable from previous in-

tercomparison exercises (Hendrick et al., 2006).

The two first sources limit the accuracy in relating a pro-

file x to a set of measurements y and correspond to the mea-

surement error ǫ in Eq. (2). The associated error covariance

matrix is calculated from the noise covariance (SN) and the

model parameters covariance (Sb) according to:

Sǫ = SN +KbSbKT
b (5)

where Kb is the matrix of sensitivities to the model parame-

ters, constructed by perturbations on these parameters.

The noise covariance SN is built with the square of the er-

ror in the slant columns, which is an output of the DOAS

analysis depending on the fit residuals, the off-diagonal ele-

ments are neglected.

Retrieving O4 profiles in a similar experiment, Prados-

Roman et al. (2011) identified the albedo and the asymmetry

parameter as major sources of model parameter errors. We

introduce uncertainties on these parameters with respective

standard deviations of 0.02 and 0.01. To take into account the

O4 cross-section uncertainties (see Sect. 4.1), another error

source was introduced corresponding to 2 % of the measured

DSCD. For the NO2 retrieval, we consider uncertainties with

respect to the albedo (σ = 0.02) and on the aerosol extinc-

tion, with standard deviations estimated from our extinction

retrieval.

The measurement error, with its covariance Sǫ is prop-

agated in the retrieval with the gain matrix G defined as

(KTS−1
ǫ K+S−1

a )−1KTS−1
ǫ , representing the relationship be-

tween the retrieval and the signal. The corresponding re-

trieval error covariance is thus expressed as:

SR = GSǫGT (6)

The retrieval is a smoothed version of the true profile. This

finite vertical resolution is the third error source and is calcu-

lated as:

SS = (A−I)Svar(A−I) (7)

where Svar is the natural variability covariance and I the iden-

tity matrix. Natural variability is often difficult to quantify.

For the extinction, we estimate it from AOD measurements

between 1995 and 1999 at Ny-Ålesund (Herber et al., 2002).

This study presents statistics for measurements at 532 nm for

different seasons and conditions. The background (no Arc-

tic Haze) spring value is 0.067 ± 0.017. Considering this, the

variability covariance matrix is built assuming standard devi-

ations of 0.005 in all the layers with relative humidity larger

than 50 %, no correlation is considered between the layers.

For NO2, natural variability in the free troposphere is derived

from the TOPSE aircraft campaign. Stroud et al. (2003) give

statistics for the NOx measurement during the campaign: a

mean and standard deviation of 17 ± 13 pptv. Interestingly

the median is also calculated and its value, 15 pptv, is smaller

than the mean, which is typical of a lognormal distribution.

We use the standard deviation of these NOx measurements.

Again, no off-diagonal elements are added to the variabil-

ity covariance matrix. Figure 6 displays the different error

sources and their propagation in the aerosol extinction re-

trieval on 8 April 2008. The error profiles for each param-

eter represent the square root of the diagonal elements of

its covariance matrix. It is noteworthy that the main error

source on the measurements, the albedo, is insignificant after

the retrieval. The total uncertainty appears dominated by the

smoothing error.

4 Results for the soundings on 8 and 9 April 2008

In this section, we present the O4 and NO2 DSCD measured

during the flights as0831 (8 April 2008) and as0833 (9 April

2008) and the corresponding retrieved aerosol extinction and

NO2 concentration profiles, for which we compare the lin-

ear and logarithmic approach. Between these two steps, we

make sure the measurements are qualitatively reproduced by

the radiative transfer model and use the latter to infer in par-

ticular the residual columns in the reference spectrum and a

detection limit for NO2.

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/9219/2011/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 9219–9236, 2011
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Fig. 6. Error contributions for the extinction profile of the 8 April

2008 retrieved in logarithmic scale, estimated from the diagonal el-

ements of the error covariance matrices.

4.1 Residual slant columns and O4 DSCD scaling factor

As described in Sect. 3.1, our DSCD measurements are rela-

tive to the slant column in a reference spectrum. Determina-

tion of this reference column is thus necessary for any further

quantitative discussion on geophysical quantities. O4 and

NO2 DSCDs presented in the following are relative to their

respective columns in the same spectrum, selected at the top

of the as0831 sounding, near 6 km altitude. The telescope

angle was then 0◦. For both species the reference slant col-

umn is estimated comparing high altitude DSCD measure-

ments with calculated SCDs. We make the assumption that

the geophysical quantities to be retrieved do not affect signif-

icantly the slant column calculation at high altitude, which

we believe is a reasonable hypothesis based on sensitivity

tests using the radiative transfer model. O4 DSCD measure-

ments are commonly corrected with ad hoc scaling factors to

retrieve extinction. During an intercomparison exercise in-

volving four MAX-DOAS instruments, Zieger et al. (2010)

reported scaling factors from 0.75 to 0.83. Spectra obtained

at high altitudes give an opportunity to estimate accurately

such a scaling factor. Indeed, the O4 vertical distribution

depends only on the air density, which can be calculated

from pressure and temperature measured onboard the plane.

Moreover, aerosol scattering, the major uncertainty source in

O4 SCD calculations, can be neglected above 6 km and this

is confirmed by comparing measurements and simulations.

To quantify the O4 residual slant column in the reference

spectrum (SCDref) and the DSCD correction factor (α), we

apply a linear regression between measured DSCD and cal-

Fig. 7. Determination of the residual column density and of the O4
DSCD scaling factor. DSCD measurements at high altitude, where

aerosols scattering can be neglected, are plotted versus simulated

absolute SCD. The linear regression fits simultaneously the resid-

ual slant column density in the reference spectrum (the intercept,

SCDref) and the DSCD correcting factor (the slope).

culated SCD in the same geometries:

SCD = α ·DSCD+SCDref (8)

Figure 7 shows the fit results for two O4 DSCD series mea-

sured when the aircraft was flying above 5.5 km. The mod-

eled atmosphere neglects aerosol scattering but uses the in

situ measurements (pressure, temperature, ozone) during the

sounding. The O4 vertical distribution is calculated from the

observed pressure and temperature. This leads to a scaling

factor α of 0.89. DSCD measurements used to retrieve the

aerosol extinction coefficient were therefore scaled by this

value, which is higher than the values reported by Zieger

et al., but closer to the direct-sun measurements of Spinei

(see http://www.knmi.nl/omi/documents/presentations/2010/

ostm15/OSTM15 AIS Spinei O2-O2 Cross Sections.pdf).

For NO2 measurements, we use the same high-altitude se-

ries to estimate a reference SCD, without fitting a correction

factor on the cross-section. This leads to a NO2 reference

column of 7.81 × 1015 molec cm−2. Aerosol optical effects

are also neglected and the NO2 profile used is taken from the

TM4 model (see Sect. 3.2).

4.2 Measured versus simulated slant columns

In Fig. 8, O4 and NO2 measured DSCDs are compared

with simulations for the spectra recorded between 09:16 and

10:01 UTC during the as0831 flight. The upper panel shows

the aircraft altitude and the telescope line-of-sight angle.

During the period considered, the aircraft was flying at high

altitude (6 km) before descending to the marine boundary

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 9219–9236, 2011 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/9219/2011/
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Fig. 8. DSCD measurements during the as0831 flight (8 April

2008). The upper panel shows the plane altitude (blue) and the tele-

scope line-of-sight angle (green, 0◦ is nadir, 90◦ horizontal). On the

middle and bottom panels, measured DSCD, respectively of O4 and

NO2, are compared with simulations. Oscillations on the DSCD

series are caused by the telescope scanning. Discrepancies between

measured and simulated DSCD are larger in the boundary layer,

where true aerosol extinction and NO2 concentration are different

from the model.

layer and continuing with a level flight at 300 m. The two

lowest panels display the measured and simulated O4 and

NO2 DSCD series. The telescope kept scanning during the

whole period, which explains the variations in the DSCDs.

These oscillations are qualitatively reproduced by the sim-

ulations, which indicates the radiative transfer in the model

atmosphere approximates the measurements correctly. The

O4 slant column series are closer to the simulations than the

NO2, especially at high altitude, due to the weak aerosol ex-

tinction there and the known vertical distribution of O4 The

oscillations are anticorrelated for the two species during the

high altitude part. This is due to the fact that the NO2 signal

at that altitude is dominated by the stratospheric contribution

(see Sect. 4.3), and thus maximum when the telescope points

upward, while the O4 concentration is largest at the ground,

and so DSCD is highest when the telescope looks downward.

The altitude dependence is also different for the two species.

The O4 DSCD, beside the oscillations, systematically in-

creases during the descent, which is expected from the in-

crease of air density. In the boundary layer where the aerosol

extinction limits the optical path, the DSCD decreases again.

Fig. 9. Influence of the stratosphere on NO2 tropospheric observa-

tions. Measured NO2 DSCD during the sounding (blue) are com-

pared with simulations (green) neglecting the stratosphere (left) or

not (right). The latter agrees better with the observations.

In contrast, the NO2 is stable during the descent but increases

only in the boundary layer, indicating a very low NO2 con-

centration in the free troposphere and higher values close to

the sea surface.

Deviations between measured and simulated DSCDs indi-

cate differences between the true state of the atmosphere and

the radiative transfer parameters used. This is visible at the

end of the two DSCD series, corresponding to the boundary

layer. In this region, aerosol extinction is no longer negligi-

ble and the NO2 concentration is higher than the one in the

model atmosphere.

4.3 NO2: Influence of the stratosphere and detection

limit

For NO2, the SCD simulations reveal a substantial influence

of stratospheric NO2 overhead although our measurements

were performed in the troposphere. This effect can be clearly

identified in Fig. 9, which compares measured NO2 DSCDs

during the sounding and simulations with and without tak-

ing into account the stratospheric part. The effect is particu-

larly visible at higher altitudes where discrepancies between

the measurements and simulations without the stratospheric

part are larger than discrepancies when taking into account

the stratosphere. Since the NO2 concentration is low in the

free troposphere, the signal originates mostly from the strato-

sphere and the boundary layer, where a NO2 layer is detected

(see previous section). The stratospheric influence is largest

when the telescope points upward, towards the stratosphere,

whereas the opposite is valid for the boundary layer.

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/9219/2011/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 9219–9236, 2011
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Fig. 10. Comparison of the aerosol extinction profile retrieval using linear (left) and logarithmic (right) weighting functions for the sounding

of the as0831 flight (8 April 2008). For the same a priori, the logarithmic retrieval agrees better with an extinction profile calculated from in

situ size distribution. Averaging kernels indicate also a higher sensitivity of the retrieval to the true state in the logarithmic case.

To constrain the stratospheric NO2 content in our simu-

lations, we have used measurements of stratospheric NO2

columns obtained from the OMI satellite instrument, which

was flying above the sounding area, precisely at 09:42 on

the orbit 19 850. Assimilated vertical stratospheric column

(2.91 × 1015 molec cm−2) from the DOMINO data product

(see Sect. 3.3) have been used to scale to the TM4 vertical

distribution in the stratosphere.

We estimate the minimum detectable DSCD as corre-

sponding to an optical density of two times the DOAS fit

residual root mean square deviation (RMSD). Converting

this minimum DSCD to a vertical column density requires

knowledge of the enhancement factor between the VCD and

the DSCD, namely the air mass factor (AMF), which can

be derived from simulations. The detection limit is thus
2RMSD
AMFσ

where σ is the NO2 cross-section value. With a

RMSD of around 2.1 × 10−4 (Fig. 3) and an AMF in the

boundary layer of around 10, the minimum detectable ver-

tical column is 7.3 × 1013 molec cm−2. Assuming a homo-

geneous layer 1 km thick, this corresponds to a concentra-

tion of 6.6 × 108 molec cm−3 and a volume mixing ratio of

27 pptv. Taking the NO/NO2 ratio of 0.5 given by Ridley

et al. (2000) in similar conditions, this leads to a total NOx

mixing ratio of 40 pptv. These detection limits are below the

50 pptv achieved with commercial airborne chemilumines-

cent analyzers (Ancellet et al., 2009), but above the 2 pptv

mentionned by Ridley et al. (2000) for a custom-made in-

strument using also the chemiluminescence technique.

4.4 Retrievals of aerosol extinction coefficient and NO2

concentration

Preliminary retrievals demonstrated the difficulty to repro-

duce quantitatively the measurements corresponding to the

telescope pointing slantwise downward when the aircraft is

at low altitude. A similar problem has been mentioned for

DOAS ground-based measurements in the same region (Wit-

trock et al., 2004). Increasing the albedo improves the situ-

ation for these points but deteriorates it for the others. Wit-

trock et al. suggested that the presence of thin clouds might

explain the problem. Such clouds were not noticed during

this part of the flight so the problem could arise from an-

other cause, e.g. a small BRDF effect on the albedo. The

measurements below the horizon were not considered for the

retrievals.

Figure 10 shows the retrievals of the vertical distribution of

aerosol extinction coefficient for the sounding at 71◦ N, 22◦ E

on 8 April 2008. The panels a and b correspond to the lin-

ear retrieval, i.e., assuming Gaussian statistics on the a priori,

the panels c and d to the logarithmic retrieval and the lognor-

mal a priori (see Sect. 3.3). Averaging kernels (panels a and

c) are different for the two methods. They do not represent

the same quantity in linear and logarithmic scale but indicate

that the logarithmic retrieval is more strongly constrained by

the measurements than the linear one, the DOFS being re-

spectively 4.6 and 2.06. For the linear case, the averaging

kernels get very close to zero above 3 km altitude, where the

a priori extinction is 0.001. The retrieved profiles are simi-

lar below 3 km altitude, with an extinction in the boundary

layer of 0.04 ± 0.005 km−1. Above 3 km altitude the linear

retrieval, due to the averaging kernels, remains close to the

a priori profile, whereas the logarithmic retrieval exhibits a

layer with enhanced extinction (0.01 ± 0.003 km−1) around

4 km altitude.

For the linear case, the loss of sensitivity to the measure-

ments above 3 km is explained by the low a priori extinction

in these layers. As mentioned in Sect. 3.3, the a priori co-

variance matrix (Sa) we use is diagonal, each element being

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 9219–9236, 2011 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/9219/2011/
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Fig. 11. Comparison of the NO2 profile retrieval using linear (left) and logarithmic (right) weighting functions for the sounding of the as0831

flight (8 April 2008). The two panels show the respective averaging kernels and retrieved profiles. The results are very close, contrary to the

aerosol extinction retrieval.

Fig. 12. Retrieved extinction and NO2 profiles for the sounding of the as0833 flight (9 April 2008). Under 3 km high, the radiative transfer

is too strongly affected by clouds to enable quantitative retrievals. Around 4 km high, an enhanced layer is measured for both extinction and

NO2.

the variance of the aerosol extinction in the considered layer.

Tuning these variances to optimize the retrieval is a trade-off:

large variances lead to small constraints of the a priori com-

pared to the measurements and thus higher DOFS. On the

other hand large variances imply consideration of negative

values of the probability density function as non-negligible

if their square roots (the standard deviation) gets close to the

mean, i.e. the apriori extinction in xa. This is the case for

small a priori extinction values, i.e. the ones above 3 km al-

titude. Negative aerosol extinction values are non-physical

and not supported by our model. It was thus necessary when

building the Sa matrix to set variances small enough to avoid

negative values, especially above 3 km altitude, reducing the

sensitivity in these layers.

We show in the same figure an extinction profile calculated

from the measured aerosol size distribution (see Sect. 2.2)

using a Mie scattering model (Mätzler, 2002; Bond et al.,

2006). We assume in the calculation a constant complex

refractive index of 1.5 + 0.01i, a value taken from Tomasi

et al. (2007). One of the aerosol samplers, the PCASP which

measures the aerosol size distribution between 0.1 and 3 µm,

could not be completely calibrated during the campaign. The

missing calibration mainly affects aerosol extinction calcu-

lated for the marine boundary layer, where large sea-salt

aerosols may be present. Nevertheless, the Mie calculation

provides information about the shape of the true profile. The

enhanced extinction layer at 4 km altitude in the Mie calcu-

lated profile is obtained only with the logarithmic retrieval.

www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/9219/2011/ Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 9219–9236, 2011
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Fig. 13. Ozone and CO in situ measurements together with lidar total attenuated backscatter ratio during the two soundings. On the second

one (9 April 2008) a layer with enhanced CO above 3.7 km indicates pollution transport.

The same holds true for the second flight, indicating that an

assumed lognormal probability density function (pdf) for the

distribution of extinctions is well suited.

A drawback of the logarithmic retrieval scheme with re-

spect to the linear one is a slower convergence, it generally

takes five iterations for the former as compared to two for the

latter. This may come from a smaller degree of linearity in

the logarithmic statement of Eq. (2) as mentioned by Schnei-

der et al. (2006) for water vapor retrievals from ground-based

infrared spectra. A second limitation comes with a likely un-

derestimation of the errors, when the retrieved extinction is

low, e.g., for altitude above 5 km (see Fig. 10). This is due to

the logarithmic behavior toward small values (see Sect. 3.2).

Indeed, in Figs. 10, 11 and 12, error bars correspond to the

square root of the diagonal elements of the total error covari-

ance matrix. Converting a logarithmic error covariance (Slnx)

to a linear one (Sx) often implies a Taylor expansion leading

to the simple expression Sx = xSxx, as detailed in (Dubovik

et al., 1995). It is clear from this expression that for small

values the associated covariance is small. In our case, we

do not apply the Taylor expansion and use the exponential

of the logarithmic error, but the problem is the same. These

problems and a more detailed analysis of what the lognormal

assumption can bring to the extinction retrieval from DOAS

measurements deserve further attention, but this is outside

the scope of this paper.

Figure 11 shows the retrievals of the vertical distribution

of the NO2 concentration during the same sounding on 8

April 2008. In this case, the linear and logarithmic ap-

proaches yield similar results. The averaging kernels indi-

cate a fairly constant sensitivity for the whole sounding with

typical DOFS of 5.3 and 5.7 for the linear/logarithmic case.

Three zones are distinguishable: (a) the boundary layer with

a NO2 concentration of 1.9 ± 0.3 × 109 molec cm−3, (b) the

lower free troposphere with around 3 ± 1 × 108 molec −3 be-

tween 1 and 4 km altitude and (c) the higher troposphere with

negligible concentrations. In the boundary layer the cor-

responding NO2 volume mixing ratio is 66 ± 19 pptv, well

above the detection limit of 40 pptv calculated in the pre-

vious section. No in situ measurements are available for

comparison but integrating the profile leads to a tropospheric

column of 1.99 × 1014 molec cm−2. The OMI tropospheric

column extracted from the DOMINO product at the sound-

ing time above the area is 1.705 ± 6.146 × 1014 molec cm−2.

This value is close to our measurement but it lies inside its

own error bars, which indicates that such low NO2 concen-

trations can barely be detected by OMI.

Figure 12 presents the extinction and NO2 retrievals for

the sounding at 70◦ N 17.8◦ E on 9 April 2008. The radia-

tive transfer was complicated by clouds close to the surface,

so our retrievals start at 3 km altitude. We use the loga-

rithmic case for the extinction retrieval. The DOFS value

is low (0.27) but nevertheless the retrieved profile is dis-

tinctly different from the a priori and exhibits an extinc-

tion maximum, 0.025 ± 0.005 km−1 at 4 km altitude, which

is also visible in the extinction calculated from the size

distribution. A maximum in the NO2 concentration of

1.95 ± 0.2 × 109 molec cm−3 is also observed at the same al-

titude. For this NO2 retrieval, the DOFS value is 1.44.

5 Interpretation of the retrieved profiles

Figure 13 shows in situ measurements of ozone and CO dur-

ing the two soundings studied here, together with total at-

tenuated backscatter ratio (R) measured with the lidar at 532

and 1064 nm . This quantity, described in de Villiers et al.

(2010, Appendix A), tends to unity when aerosol loading de-

creases. For the second sounding, the lidar profile was mea-

sured above 69.6◦ N, 19◦ E around 11:40 UTC i.e. two hours

and 60 km off our sounding mainly since later the cloud cover

Atmos. Chem. Phys., 11, 9219–9236, 2011 www.atmos-chem-phys.net/11/9219/2011/
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Fig. 14. Back-trajectories for the two soundings’ positions calculated for altitudes of 3.6, 4 and 4.4 km. During flight as0833 (9 April 2008),

the air masses are clearly influenced by polluted zones, i.e. the boundary layer in central Europe.

mentioned in the previous section prevented a co-located

measurement. CO can serve as a pollution tracer due to its

long life time (around 20 days in the free troposphere Forster

et al., 2001) and has both anthropogenic and natural sources,

many of them correlated to the sources of NO2 and aerosols.

The first sounding (8 April 2008) exhibits anticorrelated vari-

ations of ozone and CO volume mixing ratio (vmr) around

the altitude where we measure an extinction enhancement

in the free troposphere. The layer around 3.7 km altitude

shows an increase of 15 ppbv CO over the level at 3 km al-

titude (150 ppbv); this corresponds to a reduction of ozone

of the same order of magnitude. At 4.2 km altitude, the sit-

uation is opposite: a layer with higher ozone vmr (40 ppbv

over the level of 3 km altitude) corresponds to a 25 ppbv re-

duction of CO vmr. Above 4.5 km altitude, weaker structures

are still visible in the ozone profile. The lidar profile clearly

shows the boundary layer, with R values for 1064 nm of 2.8

at 0.8 km altitude, and other layers in the free troposphere,

in particular at 4.3 km altitude, where R is around 1.8. Dur-

ing the second sounding (9 April 2008), ozone is increasing

smoothly from 50 to 60 ppbv with height, but CO presents

two layers with enhanced vmr, around 2.7 km (+35 ppbv) and

from 3.5 km to 5 km (+50 ppbv). These layers are correlated

with enhancement of the R values (respectively 2.3 and 1.8)

Anticorrelations between higher ozone concentration and

CO have been observed in previous aircraft measurements

(Koike et al. (1997) Zahn et al. (2000), Stohl et al., 2007).

They have been explained by a stratospheric origin of the ob-

served air or mixing with stratospheric air. The extinction

layer around 4 km detected by our measurement during the

first sounding is unlikely to come from the stratosphere since

the background extinction observed is one order of magni-

tude smaller (Vanhellemont et al., 2010) and no major vol-

canic eruptions were reported before the period of the cam-

paign. From the lidar profile, it is not obvious if the structure

at 3.7 km altitude with higher CO corresponds to our extinc-

tion maximum. Indeed, this is probably at the altitude of the

R maximum, 4.3 km, even if it appears lower with the low

vertical resolution of our retrieval achieved at this altitude,

seen from the width of the averaging kernels in Fig. 10. On

the second flight, the situation is clearer: a layer with high

CO vmr and backscatter ratio occurs where our retrieved pro-

files of extinction and NO2 are maximum.

Figure 14 presents backward air mass trajectories for

both flights calculated using the HYSPLIT (HYbrid Single-

Particle Lagrangian Integrated Trajectory) model (Draxler

and Hess, 1998) with the GDAS meteorological data serv-

ing as input. To understand the vertical variability around

4 km altitude in the two cases, the calculations start at 3.6,

4 and 4.4 km altitude for both soundings and consider a pe-

riod of 10 days. HYSPLIT back trajectories calculated for

the first sounding suggest a potential mixing of high and low

altitude air masses: the air at 4 km appears to come from

the boundary layer close to Iceland and is sandwiched be-

tween two air masses originating from higher up in the at-

mosphere. At 4.4 km height, the air originates from above

the North pole and stayed mainly above 7 km altitude dur-

ing the last 10 days, which agrees with the high measured

ozone mixing ratios. The measurements of the first sound-

ing can thus be explained by a mixing of stratospheric and

boundary layer air masses. HYSPLIT results for the second

sounding are again easier to interpret: the air mass at 4 km

altitude originate from the central European boundary layer,

where it has been lifted two days before the measurements.
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Fig. 15. CO and NO2 source contributions for the altitude with maximum CO concentration in the two soundings. Europe appears the

dominant source and its influence is much larger on the second sounding (9 April 2008).

This back-trajectory explains the more polluted air mass of

the second flight in the free troposphere, with higher CO and

aerosol extinction, compared to the corresponding air mass

in the first sounding.

The presence of the short-lived NOx in the Arctic is usu-

ally explained by peroxyacetic nitric anhydride (PAN) de-

composition (Stroud et al., 2003), from local sources like

ships (Wittrock et al., 2004) or snow photochemistry (Hon-

rath et al., 1999). The back-trajectories of Fig. 14 tend to

eliminate the last two options for the free tropospheric NO2

observed during the second flight. The air does not come

from a close marine or snow-covered boundary layer. Con-

sidering PAN decomposition, which occurs mostly in sum-

mer (Beine and Krognes, 2000), the temperature at the alti-

tude of the detected layer, 255K is too low for it to be signif-

icant (Stroud et al., 2003). These considerations and the cor-

relations between the CO, aerosol extinction and NO2 layer

suggest that this NO2 was directly transported from pollu-

tion source regions in Europe. The lifetime of NO2 depends

on the meteorological conditions, its main diurnal sink being

the reaction with OH, and at night, the hydrolysis of N2O5 on

aerosols (Evans and Jacob, 2005). This lifetime can however

be approximated by a decreasing exponential depending on

the surrounding air mass temperature. According to the study

of Dils (2008), this lifetime is 2.14 days with an in situ tem-

perature of 255K. This result is close to the lifetime of NOx

presented in Stroud et al. (2003), which is above 2.5 days.

The back-trajectory of the second flight indicates that the air

mass was in a polluted boundary layer 2 days before the mea-

surement, which supports the idea of transported NO2.

We also ran the Lagrangian Particle Dispersion Model

(LPDM) FLEXPART version 8 (Stohl et al., 2005) 20

days backward from short segments along all campaign

flights (see http://transport.nilu.no/flexpart-projects?cmp=

POLARCAT FRANCE). The output of these calculations

are emission sensitivities (Stohl et al., 2003), which can be
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Fig. 16. Footprint emission sensitivity for the air in the boundary

layer of the 8 April 2008 sounding, where enhanced NO2 is mea-

sured.

used to interpret transport processes and to identify poten-

tial pollution source regions. When ignoring removal pro-

cesses and multiplying the emission sensitivities with emis-

sion flux densities of CO and NOx, we obtain maps of source

contributions, identifying the areas where pollution sources

contributed to the sampled air mass. The emission data was

taken from the EDGAR v32 database (Olivier et al., 2005)

globally but EMEP emissions were used for Europe. Brows-

ing the source contributions along the soundings, local max-

ima are found for the CO source contributions close to the

altitude where the in situ sounding vmr are the largest. For

the second flight, the NO2 source contribution is maximal at

4 km altitude. According to Fig. 15, NO2 is released in the

same regions as CO, namely over Europe, especially over

Poland. The total simulated CO mixing ratio of 57 ppbv ac-

cumulated for 20 days prior to the sounding is close to the

measured CO enhancement over the background. During

the first flight, the simulated CO tracer enhancement is less

than 9 ppbv, in agreement with the small measured CO en-

hancements. In this case, CO sources located in Northwest-

ern Europe are responsible for the detected CO enhancement.

Notice that the simulated total NO2 tracer measurements are

much larger than the measured NO2,because the model accu-

mulates emissions over 20 days without considering removal

processes. In reality, only a fraction of the NOx emitted over

the last 20 days is transported to the measurement location

and only a fraction of it is present as NO2.

Considering the boundary layer NO2 observed during the

first flight, footprint emission sensitivities shown in Fig. 16

indicate that the surface areas influencing the air mass are

Northern Lapland, parts of the Kola peninsula and Barents

Sea. While FLEXPART does not indicate a large CO or

NO2 source contribution from these areas, transport times

from the Kola Peninsula were less than 1 day and even the

small (1 ppbv) simulated NO2 tracer mixing ratio (originat-

ing mostly from the Kola Peninsula) is much larger than

the measured NO2 mixing ratio. Furthermore, emissions on

the Kola Peninsula are notably uncertain, with known errors

in the emission inventories. In particular, NOx emissions

transported from Nikel which is located on the western Kola

Peninsula are apparently too low and appear erroneously at-

tributed in the inventories to emissions of Murmansk (Prank

et al., 2010). Emissions from the smelters are sulfur-rich,

so that it is likely that the observed aerosols are mainly sul-

fate. The smelter emissions are relatively poor in CO, so the

small measured CO enhancements are not contradictory to

this source.

6 Conclusions

We have retrieved vertical distributions of the aerosol extinc-

tion coefficient and NO2 concentration using a recently de-

veloped airborne DOAS instrument flown on board the ATR-

42 during the POLARCAT-France campaign in spring 2008

between continental Norway and Svalbard. The instrument

recorded scattered skylight spectra at the horizon, in which

NO2 and O4 absorption structures were identified. The lat-

ter were used to infer aerosol extinction profiles at 360 nm,

which were included in the NO2 profile retrievals. The re-

sults were then interpreted using ancillary in situ chemical

measurements and transport models back-trajectories.

For a sounding performed on 8 April 2008, the retrieved

extinction is 0.04 ± 0.005 km−1 in the boundary layer and

a smaller extinction layer (0.01 ± 0.003 km−1) appears at 4

km altitude. NO2 is also present in the boundary layer, its

retrieved concentration being 1.9 ± 0.3 × 109 molec cm−3.

For a sounding performed on the 9 April 2008, a layer

with enhanced extinction and NO2 was detected at 4 km

altitude, with respective values of 0.025 ± 0.005 km−1 and

1.95 ± 0.2 × 109 molec cm−3.

For both soundings, the extinctions inferred for the free

troposphere match layers of enhanced CO which indicates

pollution transport. The magnitudes are however very differ-

ent. The small extinction detected in the first sounding is ex-

plained from back-trajectories indicating a mixture of strato-

spheric air and polluted air transported from Northwestern

Europe, whereas for the second sounding the air masses orig-

inated mostly from central Europe. The aerosols and NO2

seen in the boundary layer during the first flight seem to

originate from metal smelters and industry near Nikel on the

Kola peninsula. The NO2 layer at 4 km altitude observed dur-

ing the second flight seems to have been directly transported

from central Europe with the CO and aerosols.

The instrument and the inversion method successfully ful-

filled the scientific objectives of the study, yielding quan-

titative insights into the chemical composition and aerosol

content of the Arctic troposphere, with a vertical resolution

unachievable from ground or satellite, especially in the free

troposphere. The logarithmic approach used for the aerosol
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extinction, which yielded better agreement with ancillary

data in the two studied cases, should be further investigated

as it could also improve ground-based retrievals. The exper-

iment could be repeated in other areas to measure profiles of

all species potentially detectable with the DOAS technique in

our spectrometer spectral range. The high sensitivity could

be further increased by adding a feedback on the scanning

telescope to maintain it parallel to the horizon. We believe

interesting future applications could concern molecules for

which fewer observations are available, such as IO which de-

serves further investigations due to its importance in ozone

chemistry.
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